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pt. INTRODUCTION 
GENERALIZED cohomology theories are coming into their own in algebraic topology. One 
way of using such theories is to exploit their Adams spectral sequences. Adams [5] and 
others have investigated the existence and properties of such sequences for generalized 
cohomologies and have used them, for instance, to investigate the stable homotopy groups 
of spheres. 
In this paper we consider one cohomology theory and investigate some of its properties. 
The general trend is culminated in Section 7 where its Adams sequence is studied, but some 
other results are derived along the way. 
The cohomology we consider is related to K-theory. K-theory of course is classified by 
the space 2 x BU. If the first n non-trivial homotopy groups of 2 x BU are killed off, the 
resulting space &c(n) is (2n - 1) connected. The Bott periodicity theorem implies that 
R’bll(n) = blr(n - 1). Therefore the sequence 
{. . . , Rbu(n - I), bu(n - l), !%u(n), bu(n), . . .} 
is an f&spectrum and determines a cohomology k* in a standard way. It is called connected 
K-theory. If this theory is reduced mod p (p prime) another cohomology k( ; Z,) results. 
k( ; Z,) is a Z,-module. This theory is the direct sum of isomorphic theories in the following 
sense. For any theories h, k, we can form the theories X/r, h @ k by (E/r)” = h”-I, (h @ k)” = 
h” @ k”. The following theorem is proved in Section 3. 
THEOREM. There exists a cohomology k, such that 
k( ;Z,) = k,@C-‘k,@ ... @E-2(p-2’k,. 
The theory k, is the object of study of this paper. 
The operation ring of a cohomology h, Op(h), is the graded ring of stable operations. 
The computation of the Adams sequence for h of course depends on the structure of Op(h). 
We derive much of the structure of Op(k,) which can be summarized here. We need some 
notation. Let Q, = @/3 - /?g” E .G/, the modp Steenrod algebra. Let Cent(Q,) be the 
centralizer of Q, = {a 1 Q, a = (- l)%zQl} where la1 = dim u. Let Comm(Q,) be the 
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commutator of Q, = {uQ, - (- l)“‘Q,u> c Cent(Qi). Let (Q,) be the ideal in Cent(Q,) 
generated by Q,. For x, 1’ E Op(k,), let [x, x’] = xx’ - (- l)txt Ix’lx’l. 






[o, z] = 0 for all x E Op(k,) 
w[x, x’] = 0 for all x, x’. 
ifw~#O,w’~#O,r=1,2 ,... 
@(k,)/(o) = Cent( Q, )A Q J 
if 9 = {x E Op(k,) ] WI = 0}, an ideal in Op(k,), 
.%= 
Comm(QA CWQ1> 
(QAn Comm(QJ = (QJ 
There exist elements Pk E Op 2(P*-1)(kp.), p E Op’(k,) such that 
(1) Pkp= UP,+, ifp > 2 or k > 1; forp = 2, P = O12. 
(2) o/I # 0, wP, # 0, k = 1, 2, . . . 
m p-l 
mYflPk’ 11 = 0, 1, . . . , v = 2r(pk - l), rk,, E 2, , 
additively Op(k,) z 9 @ /. 
This result is proved in Section 4 and Section 6. 
In Section 4, it is shown that k, is closely related to a sequence of higher order coho- 
mology operations {a, 1 r = 0, 1, 2, . . .} on H*( ;Z,) and that these operations provide a 
connection between k, and H”( ; Z,). Let II = Z,[w] c Op(k,). Z, is a right II-module, k, is 
a left II-module. Let X be a space with the homotopy type of a locally finite C W complex. 
THEOREM. There exists a short exact sequence 
0 -+ Z, On k,(X)) ---t H*(X; Z,) --+ Torn’(Zp, k,(X)) ---) 0. 
THEOREhl. There exists a homomorphism of graded groups 
c : k,(X) + H*(X; 2,). 
The kernel (c) = {y E k,(X) 1 y = o/for some y’ E k,(X)}. 
The image (c) = {x E H*(X; Z,) 1 a,(x) is defined and contains 0, r = 0, 1, . . .}. 
In Section 7 we investigate the Adams spectral sequence. The result is very similar to 
the classical one [I]. It was first conjectured by D. W. Anderson. 
THEOREM. Let X be a IocaIly finite direct spectrum, Y a locally finite, finite dimensional 
spectrum, Then there exists a spectral sequence E:*’ with dr : E:** --+ E:+r*‘+r-l, contra- 
variant in Y, covariant in X such that 
(i) E: ’ is a finite dimensional Z, space and = 0 unless s > 0, t-s 2 M, - M, where 
M, = min{m I H”(X; Z,) # 0) 
Mz = max{m 1 H”(Y; Z,) # 0} 
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(ii) E; ’ = Ext;d,,.,(k,(X), k,(Y)) 
(iii) for r > s, there exists n nntwal monomorphism 
Ef;’ L --* E;. ’ 
(iv) if E:’ = n E:*’ 
1,s 
E’a’ = Fs[.TsY, X-J/F’+ ‘[S’-‘Y, X] 
for somefiltration F* of [S*Y, X]. 
(v) F’O[S*Y, X] consists of elements ofjinite order prime to p. 
$2. PRELIMINARIES 
In this paragraph we set up some notation and conventions. We also recall some 
results which we will need later. 
Spaces, spectra and Postnikov systems 
Our spaces will be pointed spaces with the homotopy type of a countable C Wcomplex. 
Milnor calls this class w0 [16]. We call a space locally finite if each component has the 
homotopy type of a C W complex with finitely many cells in each dimension. Such a space 
has finitely generated integral homology groups. If we consider the spaces in V, and 
continuous maps respecting base points we get a category yVO. We usually factor by 
homotopies of maps respecting base points to get the associated homotopy category 
$7,. We shall often use the same symbol to denote a map and its class in qO; in fact, we 
shall usually mean the word “map” to refer to something in $7,. The same remarks 
apply to pairs (X, A). [X, Y] (resp. {X, Y}) denotes the collection of maps from X to Yin 
$Ta (resp. %‘-,-J. {X, Y} can be given the CO topology. 
An Q-spectrum Y = {Y,jz -m is a sequence of spaces with equivalences ,+Qi : Yi -+ 
RYi+l- A map of degree r of R-spectra f: X -+ Y is a sequence of maps fi : Xi --+ Yi+, 
such that y$fi-l = (!L?fi)x$ (in PO). The set of maps of degree r is denoted [X, Yj,; it has 
a natural abelian group structure and equals the inverse limit of 
.+xi, Yi+,]l[xi_L, Y,+,_,]l... 
If Y = {Y,}, R’Y = { Yi’} where Yi’ = Yi_,, r E Z. The homotopy group n,(Y) is defined as 
z~+~(Y~). The Eilenberg-MacLane spectrum K(Tc, n) = {K(n, i -t n)>. Then H”(Y; G) = 
[Y, K(G, O)],. The spectrum Y is connected if Yi is (i - 1) connected. Then for instance, 
H”(Y; G) =Zfi+“(Yj, G), i 2 n. An R-spectrum is locally finite if each of its spaces is 
locally finite. 
If X is a space, X(0, V) (0 I n 5 00) is a space such that 
(1) there exists f: X -+ X(0, n) such that f* : z,(X) -+ x,(X(0, n)) is an isomorphism 
forO<rIn; 
(2) n,(X(O, n)) = 0 for r > n. 
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A space X(n, m) (0 I n I m 5 co) is a space such that 
(I) there exists f: X(n, m) -+ X(0, m) such that f* : x,(X(n, m)) -+ x,(X(0, m)) is an 
isomorphism for r 2 n; 
(2) n,(X(n, m)) = 0 for r < n. 
If X = {XJ is an R-spectrum, X(n, m) is a spectrum such that for i 2 0, the ith space in 
X(n, ml is Xi(i + n, i + m). For i < 0, it is Q’X&n, m). We also of course require that the 
various maps used in the definitions commute. 
IfXisaspace,letrri,,~il,._.01il<i2<.~ be the non-vanishing homotopy groups 
of X. A Postnikov decomposition of X [18] is a sequence of spaces X(0, iJ, X(0, iJ, . . . 
and maps pZ : X(0, i,+,) --+ X(0, i,) with the property that for each Y the following diagram 
commutes: 
b+)/ x\ TZ 
NO, i,+J --r+ X(0, i,>. 
Here the I-= are the maps used in defining X(0, iJ. The rth Postnikov invariant (ork-invariant) 
k, of a decomposition is the element of Hie+‘-l (X(0, i,); pi,+ ,) determined as follows: we 
can assume pa is a fibration; the fiber is an Eilenberg-MacLane space K = K(rri.+,, i,+l) 
with fundamental class ti, E Hi=’ ‘(K; pi,+ ,). k, is then the image of this element under the 
transgression. It is clear that X(0, i,) and k, determine X(0, i,+,) for we can realize k, as a 
map X(0, t) + K(xim + , ; 4 + I - 1) which we suppose is a fibration; the fiber is X(0, i,+J. 
There is also the notion of higher Postnikov invariants; we refer the reader to [13]. All the 
concepts in this paragraph stabilize and we consider Postnikov decompositions, etc. of 
R-spectra. 
When we come to consider Adams spectral sequences, we will need some kind of direct 
spectra. Those considered by Adams [4] or Puppe [20] are possibilities. Actually, we will be 
working in the homotopy category of our spectra, but we will have enough conditions 
imposed that all considerations can be assumed to occur in the stable range of spaces which 
are sufficiently connected, so that no formal statement of the details of the category are 
necessary. 
The correct context for Adams sequences is a stable homotopy category [I 11. However, 
since there is still some doubt as to the correct form of a general stable theory, we do not 
explicitly work in such a category. 
Generalized cohomologies 
A (generalized) cohomology is a contravariant functor from 7y/‘e to the category of 
graded abelian groups satisfying the Eilenberg-Steenrod axioms except the dimension 
axiom. The groups h”(pt) = h”(S’, *) are called the coefficient groups. An !&spectrum 
Y = {q} determines a cohomology theory h in the following way: a pair (X, A), at hi(X, A) = 
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[X/A, YJ. Then, for instance, the exact cohomology sequence comes from the Puppe 
sequence, etc. We say that h is representable by Y. U’e assume all our cohomologies are 
representable. (See, however [7]). In particular, ordinary cohomology H*( ; G)isrepresented 
by K(G, 0.) There is an element li E hi( Yi) represented by the identity map and called the 
fundamental class. The functor R takes li to z~._~. Therefore there exists the fundamental class 
I E /z”(Y). If Y is connected, we say that h is connected. If Z = {Zij is another R-spectrum, 
h”(Z) = [Z, Y-J”. 
Given h represented by Y = { Yi} and li represented by Z = {Zi}, we can form the 
following cohomologies: C’h represented by R’Y and Ir @ k represented by Y x Z = 
{ 1; x Zi}. Thus (C’h)” = 11”~~ and (h @ A-)” = h” @ k”. 
For i, j integers, h, k cohomologies represented by Y, Z, resp., an operation 0 of type 
(i, II,~, k) is a natural transformation of functors k i --) kj. We have the elementary but 
important result, exactly as in ordinary cohomology, that the operations of type (i, /r,j, k) 
are in natural l-1 correspondence with k’(Y,)-0 corresponds to O(r)-and thus in l-l 
correspondence with [Yi, Zj]-say 0 corresponds to fO. The suspension of 19, denoted 
~0, is that operation of type (i - 1, II, j - 1, k) determined by fo, = !2fo. A stable operation 
0 of type (11, k, r) is a sequence of operations {Oi} of type (i, h, i + r, k) such that for each 
i, Oi = 0,+1. Thus stable operations of type (h, k, r) are in l-l correspondence with k’(Y), 
i.e., with [Y, Z],. The group of such operations is denoted Op’(A, k). Explicit mention of 
h and k is often suppressed and 0 is said to have degree or dimension r, denoted 101. The 
stable operations from /I to h form a ring under composition graded by dimension. This ring 
is called the operation ring of 11, Op(h); it is graded Op(A) =I Op”(h). 
2.1 LEMMA. If 0 = a$, 0 is additive; i.e. O(a + b) = Oa + Ob. 
2.2 COROLLARY. Any stable operation is additice. 
The proofs are standard. 
One also has the concept of reducing a cohomology modp. For details, see e.g. [6]. 
Let L, be the space (in $ro) obtained by attaching a 2-cell to S’ by a map of degreep. Thus 
we have a cofibration S’ J L, 5 S’. {L,, -} is a functor from yFo to $ro [16, corollary 21. 
Let PY = {,Yi} be given by PYi = {L,, E;+2}. PY is an R-spectrum and represents the 
cohomology h mod p, denoted A( ; ZP). (S*, Yi+*} -2, {L,, Yi+*} L {S’, Yi+2} is a fibration 
where 71, i are induced by 5, i resp. The stable operation p = n, : /I’( ) --+ /I’( ; ZP) is called 
reduction mod p and the stable operations 6, = i, : lzi( ; ZP) --+ A’+‘( ) and /? = ’ i?* I* : 
/ri( ; Z,) -+ A’( ; Z,) are both called Bockstein. We will mean the second unless explicitly 
noted. Thus the Bockstein is an element of degree 1 in Op(/z( ; Z,)). Furthermore pp = 0 
PB = x*i.+q,i* and i,n, = 0. 
If 0, represented by f e : Y - 2, is a stable operation, we can speak of the reduction 
modp of 0. Define 0, by letting it be represented by fe, : {Lp, Y} -+ {L,, Z}, where 
f @, is induced from J‘, and the notation is obvious. The following results are both known 
and easy. 
2.3 LEMMA. For any: 0, 6,0, = (- 1)1@106,,; p0 = 0,~; PO, = (- l)‘“lO,B. 
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The proof is any easy check of commutativity of diagrams of diagrams of spaces 
defining the various operations. 
2.4 COROLLARY. Let H* be ordinary cohomology. Consider n[* : H*(,I’; Zp) - 
H*(Y; Z,) and p: H*(Y; Z,) --+ H*(Y; Z,); suppose rr* is into in dimension n. Let 
x E H”(,Y; Zp) and y E H”(Y; Z) correspond to operations 0 and Y resp. If ic*x = py, 0 = Yp. 
Proof. Let Z = K(Z, 0) and Y represent h. Then Y : h -+ H*( ; Z,). p(y) represents 
pY=Ypp:h+H*( ; Z,). Likewise n*.~ represents Op. Since p is monomorphic 0 = YP. 
As an example of 2.3 is ordinary cohomology, if 0 : H*( ; Z) -* H*( ; Z) is S, Sg’, 
0, is not Sg’Sg2 but Sg’Sg’ + Sg’Sg’. 
The skeleton filtration 
First we make a convention about filtrations. If a set G = {g} has, say, a decreasing 
filtration G = F, =) F, 3 F2 1 ... wesayfiltg2rifgEF,andfiltg=rifgEF,,g#F,+,. 
All cohomology classes and operations have a filtration as well as a degree. Let 
x E h”(X), fx E {X, Y,} classify x. Filt x 2 r if and only ifJr lifts to a mapf, E [X, YJr, co )]. 
This can clearly be characterized as follows: filt x 2 r if and only if for all spaces X’ with 
dim X’ < r, and maps $J : X’ --+ X, $*x = 0 E h”(X’). If /I is connected, it is always the case 
that filt x 2 deg x. If 0 is a stable operation classified by f. E [Y, Z], filt 0 2 r if and only 
iffe lifts to a map fe E [Y, Z(r, oo)]. Again, if Z is connected, filt 0 2 101. 
If X is a CW complex, i : X’+ X the inclusion of the r skeleton of X, then filt x 2 r 
iff i*x = 0. For this reason, the filtration is called the skeleton filtration. 
For /I = H*( ; G), the filtration and the degree are the same. 
Denote {x 1 filt x 2 r} by F, h. We can define a topology on /l(X), the filtration topology, 
by letting {F,h} for r E Z be a neighborhood basis of zero. There is a condition we can 
phrase in several equivalent forms. 
2.5 DEFINITION. We say a pair (/I, X) satisfies condition (L) if the following equicalent 
conditions are satisfied. 
(1) Thejiltrution topology is Hausdorfl 
(2) Thejilfrution is complete; i.e. n F,h(X) = 0 
’ (3) h(X) = lim h(X),‘F,h(X). 
(4) For X a complex h(X) = lim h(X’). 
We say h or its representing spectrum satisfy condition (L) if(h, X, satisfy it for all locally 
finite X. 
2.6 Remarks. (1) 3 and 4 are not formally equivalent to 1 and 2. 3 and 4 include the 
statement that h(X) is complete. 1 or 2 implies 0 -+ h(X) -+ lim h(X’) is exact; however we - 
always have h(X) + lim h(X’) + 0 is exact. 
(2) For a complex, condition (L) says “there is no element of h(X) which is not 
detected by some skeleton”. The result we need is the following. 
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2.7 PROPOSITION. Let h be a connected cohomology with finite coefficient groups. Then 
h satisfies condirion (L). 
Proof. As in [5, Lemma 6.71. 
There exists a spectral sequence coming from this filtration which has been considered 
by Atiyah and Hirzebruch, Maunder and others. 
2.8 PROPOSITION. There exists a spectral sequence EFeq (r 2 2, p 2 0) wifh difirentials 
d . EF.4 - E~f’.q--rfl such that r . 
E;vq = HP(X; /I_@)) 
E’eY = Fphp+‘(X)/Fp+ ,hP+Y(X) io 
It thus abutts to h(X) if and onI) if(l7, X) satisfy condition (L). The sequence is conlravariant 
in X, covariant in h. 
Proof. For finite dimensional X, the result is proved in [13, Theorem 3.21. The con- 
struction in general is the same; the same expressions for E, and E,, holds. Thus the 
sequence abutts to !&I h(X)/F,h(X) and the proof is complete. 
Maunder [13, Theorem 3.41 has also given a description of the differentials in this 
sequence. 
Although we will not need it we remark that, in many cases, whether or not (17, X) 
satisfy condition (L) can be determined from the sequence. 
2.9 PROPOSITION. Let h have countable coefficient groups and X be locally finite. Then 
(h, X) sa;atisfy cor7dition (L) if arrd only if‘: for each (p, q), there exists R = R(p, q) such that 
EpS4 - Gq 7l-- . 
For both statements are equivalent to the Mittag-Lefflet condition. See [IO]. 
2.10 PROPOSITION. Let h, k be connected cohomologies represented by X, Y resp. There 
exists a spectral sequence E,Psq (r 2 2, p 2 0, q 5 0) with differenrials cl, : E,Peq -+ Ef+‘* q-r+1 
wifh 
Es, q = HP(X; X-~(Y)) 
Ezq = Fp Oppfq(h, k)/F,+, OpPfq(h, k). 
Tile sequence is contravariant in h, couariant in k. 
This is the stable version of 2.8. 
Notation 
We will use bold face lettering for spectra and ordinary face for spaces. If Y = { Yi) 
is a spectrum, X a space and f: X --+ Yi a map, and we do not have to specify i, we will use 
the notationfi X -+ Y. 
p denotes a prime which in any particular context may be taken fixed. & denotes the 
corresponding Steenrod algebra. We will use the Milnor notation [15] for the Steenrod 
algebras with the standard modifications for p = 2 [ 171. For a E d and M a left d-module, 
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we use the notation a. : A4 -+ M to denote the map which is the action of d. We also use 
obvious adaptations of this notation. 
When we speak of an element of a graded group, we mean it to be homogeneous. 
$3. THE POSTNIKOV SYSTEM 
In this section we construct the Postnikov system of bu,, the spectrum for connected 
K-theory modp. We can then show that bu, splits as the sum of p - 1 isomorphic spectra. 
We also consider a stable operation called the periodicity. 
Adams in [2] considers bu, the !J-spectrum for connected K-theory and determines its 
cohomology. Let BU be the classifying space for the infinite unitary group. If bu = {bu(n)}, 
bu(2i) = BU(2i, co) for i > 0. The Bott periodicity theorem implies that e: bu(2i - 2) f 
fi2611(2i) and the equivalence can be chosen so that the universal Chem characters corre- 
spond [2]. In fact we have a unique collection {ezi: BU(Zi, a) 1 fl’BU(2i + 2, co)) such 
that the diagram (1) commutes. The vertical maps are the natural projections. 
e.2, 
BU(2i, co) - R2(BU(2i + 2, co)) 
I i 
(1) BU(2i - 2, co) a R2(BU(2i, co)) I I 
The other spaces in bu can be filled in by taking loops and bu is an fi-spectrum. We can then 
form bu, = {{L,, 6242 f 2))) w ic h h is also an Q-spectrum and classifies connected K-theory 
mod p. 
3.1 PROPOSITION. H*(bu,; Z,) is the direct sum of free &/.EIQ, modules on gerlerators 
Yo7 Y2, . . . , ~2(~_~, where y2p E Hzp(bu,; ZP). The first non-zero Postnikov invariant of bu, 
is Q,g, E H*(bu,(O, 2(p - 2)); Z,) where go = X*I; x: bu,(O, 2(p - 2)) --+ K(Z,, 0) is the 
projection to the first Postnikov factor. 
Proof. This is the exact analogue of [2, Lemma 41. One uses the methods of that proof 
and the fact that the spectral sequence used is natural. In particular, in the sequence for 
bu,, dr = 0 for r -C 2p - 1 and d2p-1y2p+2~p-l~ = (Q, + {.9’lfl)yz, where { E Z, and the yi 
are the modp analogues of the gi of Adams. All will follow if we show 5 = 0. Consider 
d’yo E H2p-2(bup, Z,) as a mapf E mu,, K(Z,, 2p - 2)J and y. E [bu, , K(Z, , O)]. Adams 
shows [2, Lemma 51 that go, @go E H*(bu, Z,) are the reductions of integral classes. We 
are thus in the situation of 2.4 with x = y. or Y1yo. Thus by 2.3, fir0 = y. p, fif = ffl. 
Therefore 0 = /If-f/l = /W1yo - @y. ,!3 = (/?9’ - 91p)yo = Q,yo. Hence Qtyo has to be 
the first non-zero Postnikov invariant and 5 = 0. 
Now we wish to investigate the Postnikov system of bu, with an eye to proving the 
following. 
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3.2 THEOREM. There exists a connected Cl-spectrum Y such that 
b”, = y x fi - ‘y x . . x -filCp- *‘y. 
4Y) = 2, r = 0 mod 2(p - l), 2 0 
= 0 otherwise 
H*(Yj is a free .sIZ/~Q~ module on one generator y0 . The first Posmikou int’ariant of Y is 
Q li’o E H*MO, ‘3; 2,). 
h’e first prove the following intermediate technical result. Let k,, be the rth Postnikov 
invariant of bu,; H* = H*( ; 2,). 
3 3 _. LEMISIA. For r < p - 2. k,, = 0 and bu,(O, 2r) is the producf of K(Z, , 2p),O < p I r. 
Hence H*(bu,(O, 2r)) is the direct sum of free d modules on generators yO, 72 , . . . , ‘/lr. For 
p - 1 _< r I 2p - 3, k,, = QIy2r-2~p-l~ and H*(bu,(O, 2r)) is the direct sum of free modules 
d/dQ, on generators yo, . . . , yz~_z~p_l) 
d on generators y2,_ 2Cp_2,, . . . , y2(p_2) 
sd/dQ, on generators yap_3, . . . , j)2p+2r-l. 
For r > 2p - 2, k,, = yzltl and H*(bu,(O, 2r)) is the direct sum offree modules 
.s~/LJQ, on generators y. , . . , yzp_, 
d/LC4Q1 on generators Y~,+~, . . . , y2,++_,. 
(The subscripts on the y indicate dimension.) 
Proof. For r 5 p - 2, the lemma has already been proved by 3.1. For the purposes of 
this proof, let Q,yz, = 71r+2p_I if r _< p - 2. Thus we can consider H*(bu,(O, 2(p - 2)) is 
the direct sum of modules &l&Q, on generators ye,. . . , y2fp_2j, j12p--l, y2p+t, . . . , y4p_5 
(with of course the d relations QIy2, = ~~,+~~-r, r 5 p - 2). Suppose the lemma is true 
uptor=R-l>p-2.Letrr,:bup -+ bu,,(O, 2R) be the natural projection. 
Consider the sequence 
(2) . . - H*(bu,(O, 2R - 2)) z H*(bu,(O, 2R)) 2 
H*(K(Z,, 2R)) -k H*(bu,(O, 2R - 2)) - . . . 
Let thegenerators ofH*(bu,@,2R- 2)) be ya, ...,Y~(~-~), yZR+l, 72RC3, . . . . YZR+Zp--3; 
those of H*(bu,(O, 2R)) be ‘yc,, . . . , 72~p_2~, etc.; and let the fundamental class on 
H*(K(Z,, 2R)) be K. Then we must have TIC = SyRfl, 5 E Z,. First we note that t = 1 as 
follows: summed over all R, the sequence (2) is the exact couple giving rise to the spectral 
sequence used in the proof of 3.2. ii as an element in the exact couple, becomes yzR at E, . 
yZR+I determines an element in E, which is the projection ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ where ~2~ is 
the projection of a subgroup of EZ to E,. d2p_1 is induced by r and since d2p_1y2R = 
Q172R-2~2) 9 5 = 1. 
Hence kern T= _&Q,K and im t = -tl’/.~4Q,y,~+~. Let ~2RCtp_-l be such that 
i*~,Rc2p_l = Ql~. We must show that 7 2R+2p_l generates a free sZ/.PIQ~ module which is 
&-independent of im II*. 
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If 
apply i* and then aQ1~ = 0 or uQ, = 0. Hence it is sufficient to show Qr*T2R+Lp_r = 0. Let 
Q,:2~+2~-, = c a;,&+ c a2s?2~+2R+,, a;s,d2sE d/dQ,. 
o<s4p-2 l<s5p-2 
Apply x,*; this shows that the a’s = 0. Now deg a, = lasl = 4p - 2s - 3, s = 1, . . . , p - 2; 
the a, thus range over degrees 2p + I to 4p - 5. However an easy check shows that d = 0 
in these dimensions and hence azS = 0. This completes the proof of 3.3. 
It is now clear how to construct Y. Y(0, 0) = K(Z,, 0). Y(0, 2(p - 1)) is a two stage 
Postnikov system with Postnikov invariant Q,yo. It is obvious that 
bu,(O, 2(p - 2)) = Y(O,O) x R-‘Y(O, 0) x ... x !A-z’p-2’Y(0, O), 
and that 
bu,(O, 2(2p - 4)) = Y(0, 2(p - 1)) x n-‘Y(o, 2(p - 1)) x ... x R-2’p-2’Y(0, 2(p - 1)). 
Thus N*(Y(O, 2(p - 1)) is the direct sum of free d/&Q1 modules on generators ‘io, yJp_ 3. 
tnductively we attach K(Z,, 2r(p - 1)) to kill off the d/&Q, generator y4,(p_lI+l at the 
same time creating an &/dQ, generator y~2r_l)(p_l)+l. Meanwhile we keep track that 
bu,(O, 2r) is the product of stages of Y. This also keeps track of the cohomology of Y. 
3.4 COROLLARY. 
Y(2p - 2, co)=n-2p+2Y 
bu,(2, co) = fi- 2bup. 
Proof. This is simply noticing that the Postnikov system for Y(2p - 2, a) is the Post- 
nikov system for Y displaced in dimension by 2p - 2. The same holds for bu,. 
The spectrum bu, represents a cohomology theory which is, of course, connected 
K-theory mod p, denoted k*( ; Z,). The cohomology represented by Y we call partial con- 
nected K-theory mod p and denote it k,*. 
It is the object of study of this paper. 
3.5 COROLLARY. k*( ; Z,) = k,* @ C-‘k,* @ . . . 0 C-2(p-2)kp*. 
This is the splitting referred to in the introduction. 
We can consider Op(k,) as operating on all summands simultaneously; then we have 
3.6 COROLLARY. Op(k,) is a s&ring ofOp(k( ; Z,)). In fact an element ofOp(k( ; Z,)) 
is a (p - 1) x (p - 1) “matrix” of elements of Op(k,). 
3.7 Notation. We fix in: k, - k( ;Z,) to be the inclusion of the first summand in 
3.5 and pr: k( ; Z,) -+ k, to be the projection onto the first summand. 
Consider again for a moment the Postnikov system of Y. In general, of course, the 
Postnikov invariants of a space or spectrum are not determined by it. We want to deter- 
mine that indeterminacy in the case of Y. Suppose we have a fixed Y(O,2(r - l)(p - 1) 
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and k-invariant k, E H*(Y(O, 2(r - l)(p - 1)); Z,). We map Y(0, 2(r - l)(p - 1)) to a 
K(Z,, 2r(p - 1)) to kill off k,; we suppose the resulting Y(0, 2r(p - 1)) is the pullback of 
the universal path fibration over K(Z,, 2r(p - 1)). Thus we have a fibration 
K(Z,, 2r(p - 1) - l+Y(O, 2r(p - I))LY(O, 2(r - l)(p - 1)). 
Let ti be the fundamental class of H*(K(Z,, 2r(p - 1) - 1); Z,), y,, the basic classes in 
H’(Y(0, 2r(p - 1)); Z,) and k,, I a new k-invariant. 
In our machinations, we have aheady required that i*k,+l = Q,K. This eliminates a 
potential multiplicative scalar factor. If k;+ I is another k-invariant, there exists a homotopy 
equivalence f: Y(0, 2r(p - 1)) -+ Y(0, 2r(p - 1)) and such that nf = n and f *k:+ 1 = k,+l. 
There is an action of the fiber on the total space and it is well-known that the identity and f 
differ by a map CJ: Y(0, 2r(p - 1)) + K(Z,, 2r(p - 1) - 1) followed by that action. If 
9*x = ay,, it is easy to see that ki+ i - k,, i = Qiuy,. Furthermore for any such a, there 
exists such a ki+ L. Hence we have proved 
3.8 LEMMA. Subject to the restriction that i*k,+, = Ql~, k,+, is determined up 
to Q,. (~/Q~).o), 
Two operations 
We define two operations we will use later. 
B E Op(k( ; Z,)) is the Bockstein; then pr /I in E Op(k,). We also denote this operationp 
and call it the Bockstein. It is not clear that p’ = 0 E Op’(k,) if pf 2, but we shall show 
later that this is the case because Op2(k,) = 0 if pf 2. 
We have bu = (bu(i)J and bu(2i) = BU(2i, co), i > 0. The natural projections bu(2i) --f 
bu(2i - 2) induce a stable operation B E Opm2(k) which is Bott periodicity in non-positive 
dimensions. We reduce B modp to get b E Ope2(k( ; Z,)) and define 
o=prb p-1 in E 0p-2(p-1)(kp). 
We leave the proof of the following to the reader. 
3.9 PROPOSITION. 
b’#O forall r>O 
w’#O forall r20. 
b’ is induced by the projection bu,(2r, co) -+ bu,. d is induced by the projection 
Y(2r(p - l), co) - Y. 
The subring of Op(k,) generated by w we denote by II. 
Using 3.5 and 3.6 we find we can write b as the matrix 
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Hence we have 
3.10 COROLLARY. 
pr b p-1 - - wpr 
in o = bP_ ’ in. 
3.11 COROLLARY. If C#I = pr $’ in for some I$’ E Op(k( ;Z,)) and bP-‘+’ = +‘bp-‘, 
then co+ = &9. 
Proof. 0~~5 = w pr 4’ in = pr bP_ ‘4’ ’ m=pr~‘bP-‘in=pr~inw=~o. 
Hence, in particular @J = wp E Op(k,). 
&I.ELEMENTARY PROPERTIES OF k, 
In this section, we derive a number of results which follow, more or less, directly from 
an investigation of the Postnikov system of Y. In particular, there is no explicit introduction 
of K-theory. The results include an interpretation of the stages of the Postnikov system as 
universal examples of higher cohomology operations, some technical results on filtration, 
and an exact sequence 
0 -+ Z, 0 nk,(X) + H(X; 2,) -+ Tor,(Z,, k,,(X)) + 0. 
We begin by stating three facts we will use several times without explicit mention. 
4.1 PROPOSITION. (a) k, and k( ; Z,) satisfy condition (L). (b) k,(X) and k(X; Z,) are 
Z,-modules for afl X. (c) Op(k,), Op(k( ; Z,)), Op(k, k( ; Z,)) and Op(k( ; Z,), k,) are Z,- 
modules. 
Proof. (a) comes from 2.7. (b) for k( ; Zp) is proved as in [6, 2.1 and 2.21. Since k,(X) 
is a summand of k(X; Z,), (b) for k,(X) is true. (c), of course, follows from (b). 
We remark that k does not satisfy condition (L). See [S]. 
Higher Q i’s 
In this section we indicate a connection between Y and a sequence of higher cohomology 
operations. 
Consider the sequence 
(1) 
.Ql _&!!&.&~._. -%Gek 
Here sl is again the modp Steenrod algebra and .Q, is right multiplication by Q,. & is 
considered as a free (left) &-module, .Q, is an d-map. 
4.2 PROPOSITION. There exists a sequence of higher order operations CD,: H*( ; Zp) --) 
H*( ; Zp)(Qr of order r+ 1) associated with the sequence (1). Y(0, 2r(p - 1)) is the universal 
example for @, and the r ‘lr k-incariant of Y is the universal element. These operations are 
unique. 
We briefly sketch the way in which a Postnikov system of an R-spectrum determines a 
sequence of higher operations. The proof of existence will then be a simple verification for 
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this special case which we leave to the reader. The description given here is adapted from 
[12]; we refer the reader to that source for a more complete discussion of higher order 
operations. 
Let diag. (2) be a Postnikov decomposition of an R-spectrum (2) i 
F. The Fi’s are the various stages and thefi’s are the classifying 1 1, 
maps for the k-invariants, ki. Suppose for simplicity that the Bi’s 
are 311 K(Z,, n)‘s (i.e. that all the non-trivial homotopy groups of 
F are Z,). Let ri: H*(Fi) -+ H*(Bi) be the transgression of the 
fibration Fi -+ Fi_ L + Bi. Let Ci = H*(Bi); it is 3 free d-module. 
Define di: Ci --+ Ci_I by di = T~_~_&*. (For i = 1, di =f,“.) Then 
di_lcl, = 0 and 
F; - B.. J-1 
1 
Fi_I /.- B; 
1 
i /: 
F, - B, 
d,- L (3) .+Ci~Ci_,-+~~~-C/!.!+CO 
is 3 chain complex cf free d-modules. We want to describe a 
F, - B I 
II 
sequence of operations 0, which are said to be associated to the B* 
chain complex (3). Let rci: F, - F, be the obvious map. 
Let g: X - F, classify x E H*(X; ZJ If g lifts to 3 map 8: X --t Fi so that g = n,;, \ve 
say x is in the domain of pi, x E dom @,and Qix = {g*k, 1 ni g = g} c H*(X; Z,). The 
indeterminancy of Qi, indet Qi, is ~i0, it is a subgroup of H*(X; Z,) and if x E dom @, 
mix is a coset of QiO. It is clear that x E dom oi if and only if 0 E Djx for all j < i. The 
image Of pi, 
im Qi = u O$. 
xsdomd, 
The chain complex (3) does not uniquely determine the sequence mi; different oi come from 
different choices of the k-invariants. 
The question of existence in 4.2 is easily settled; we must check uniqueness. For any 
R-spectrum F, consider the fibration F(1, m) + F(0, m) - F(0, 0). The F(1, m) determines 
3 sequence of operations aD,’ (aD,’ of order N). H ere the k-invariants are chosen to be the 
images of the k-invariants of F. It is a general result [12], that indet @, = im @,.,l. In our 
case F(1, co) = Y(2(p - l), co) = n-2(p-‘)Y. H ence {ON’} is another (possibly different) 
sequence of operations associated with Y. Now clearly CD, = Q, is unique and we have 
@,’ = Q,; hence indet @, = @,,‘(H*(X)) = Q, . H*(X). Assume @, unique for r < R. Then 
@‘I’ = @r_l for r < Rand indet @, = im @r_1 3 indet @‘r-l for r < R. Thus 
indet OR(H*(X)) 2 Q, . H*(X). 
However by 3.8, if @,’ is 3 second possible aR, 
(QR - aR’) x c Q, . H*(X) t indet QR H*(X) 
and hence 0,’ = aR. Thus uniqueness is proved. 
We need some simple properties of the aR. 
4.3 LEMMA. (1) x E dom @,., ifand only ifx E dom @‘s, and 0 E Q,.,.x for N’ -C N. 
(2) indet QN = im QD,_,. 
(3) ifxEim@,, then x E dom mN. for all N’ and hence 0 E 0,y. x for all N’. 
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Proof. 1 is a general result. 2 was proved in the course of proving uniqueness. We 
check 3. Let k, E H*(Y(O, 2(N - l)(p - 1)) be a k-invariant. We do not need to specify 
which k-invariant. It is clearly sufficient to check 3 for x = k, . Letfin diag. (4) classify kN. 
We must show for all N’ there exists f making the diagram commutative. Let 
Y(2(N + l)(p - I), co) --f Y be a fibration inducing the operation u?+r (see 3.9). Let 
f: Y(0, 2N(p - 1)) -+ Y(2(N + l)(p - l), co) be the fiber inclusion We can assume, by 
changing the k-invariant if necessary, thatf= ji7if. Define 7=9J Thus 4.3 is proved. 
We turn now to the spectral sequence of 2.8 for k,. ka(pt) = Z, if n = 0 mod 2(p - 1) 
and 11 IO, and k,“(pt) = 0 otherwise. Hence for a space X, 
ES*’ = H’(X; Z,) if t = 0 mod 2(p - 1) and t 5 0 
= 0 otherwise. 
For I E H”(X; Z,), let P’ denote the copy of x in E>‘. 
4.4 PROPOSITION. o operates on p; I. 
w. q*t_ E;.I--Z(P-l) 
For x E E,, d,w . x = 0. d,x. At E, the action is given by 0. ,Y*’ = x~*~-~(~-~‘. The action 
at E, is induced by the action on k,(X). 
.d -A 




for a space X, A,, I = [X, Y,+,(O, s)], E;,’ = C,,, = [X, Ys+I(s, s)]. For details see [13]. If 
II,: Y, + L2(p-l) inducesw,clearly ninduces maps A,, I -+ A,, I_2(p_lj, C,, , --+ C,, ,-2~p_1~. 
By 3.9, these are couple maps. Hence the action commutes with d,. If ii,: Y,(r, r) --+ 
Yn-2~p--1Jr, r) is the induced map the diagram 
Ys+*(s, s) % Y,+,-2(p- l)(S, s) 
II /I 
K(Z,) s) id K(Z,) s) 
commutes. Thus the action at E, is as stated. The last statement is clear and the proposition 
is proved. 
Consider now the following interpretation of the 0,. If in the sequence (1) the maps 
Q,= are replaced by Q,., the resulting operations are the higher Bockstein’s. By this analogy, 
we could call the 0, higher Q,‘s. Carrying through the analogy, the sequence 2.8 for k, 
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corresponds to the Bockstein spectral sequence, for by [ 13, Theorem 3.41, the CD, induce the 
differentials. The ON tell us how to get k, from H*( ; Z,) in much the same way that the 
higher Bockstein’s tell us how to get H*( ; Z) from H*( ; ZJ. The way to get from H*( ; Z) 
to H*( ;Z,) is the universal coefficient theorem. We want to establish the analogous 
result for k,. 
Recall II is the graded subring of Op(k,) generated by o. We consider II = Z,[w] and 
Z, as a right l-I-module concentrated in grading 0. 
4.5 THEOREM. Let X be locallyjinite. Then there exist exact sequences, split ocer Z,, 
0 --+ Z, @n k,(X) 2 H*(X; Z,) -1, Torn’(Z,, k,(X)) - 0 
0 -+ z, 8” L,(X) 5 R*(x; Z,) -5 Tor,‘(Z,, h,(X)) -+ 0 
The end terms inherit a grading from k, and cl, 2’ are of grading 0; i., ,i arc of grading 1. 
Proof. The idea of the proof is easy. We would consider the E, term of the spectral 
sequence as a n-module by 4.4-call it C-and define d = I%/,. Then H(C) = k,(X), 
H(Z, @ n C) = H*(X; Z,). We would then use some standard results in homological algebra 
to prove the result. We must actually be more careful, of course. For one thing, Ed, is 
not well defined. For another, even if we could define it, H(C) # k,(X) if X is infinite 
dimensional because H(C) would be a direct sum whereas k,(X) is an inverse limit. 
We proceed by building an artificial complex using the operations mN which takes the 
place of the spectral sequence. Consider the Q,., operating on H*(X; Z,). Let Fk = dom 0,) 
Gk = im@,,_,. Then Fk =I Fk+,; let F, = nFk. Also G, c Gc+l; let G, =UGk. The 
Fk, G,, are graded and in each grading there ixist only finitely many different Fk ,i;G,. From 
4.3-3 it follows that G, c Fl for all k, I. Hence we have 
(5) H*(X; Zp) = F, 2 Fl IJ .*. IJ F, 3 G, I> . . . IJ G, I G, = (0). 
Let Jk =Fk/Fk+,, Jk= Gk+I/G,,, J, = F,/G,. 
We split the composition series over Z, and consider 
In each grading, this is a finite decomposition. Consider &: Jk + JL induced by Q,, . By 
4.3-1, 2 it is well defined. Extend & to C by defining it to be zero on the other summands. 
Let L = II Oz, C (not as graded modules). L has a II action given by o 1 (or 0 x) = 
d+‘@x forx~C.Define6,:L-+Lby6,(w’@~)=(-l)~~’+~ @4kx.Then6k2=Ofor 
all k. We consider L graded by gr (or 0 x) = gr x - 2r(p - 1) where gr x is the grading of 
x in C. Then 6, has grading + 1. Note 6,6, + 6,6, = 0 for all k, 1. Also note that the 6, 
induce a trivial differential on C = Z, Or, L. 
Lis our artificial approximation to E, and the 6, are to be our differentials. Consider 
E:,’ graded by s + t. Define M: L - E2 by M(w’ ox) = (mx)‘*’ where s = dim x, t = 
2r(p - 1). By 4.4, it is a graded II-isomorphism. 
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Suppose now X is finite dimensional. Let S =Sd, and let H,(L) be the homology of 
Lwith respect to this differential. We claim that N,(L) = E,( ‘v k,(X)) as graded l-l-modules. 
If & = 16,) 6 k+I operates on Hsk(L). By 4.4, 4.1, and [13, Theorem 3.41, &f induces a 
Ick 
graded II-isomorphism :!I,: H ,_(L) 5 E, such that Mk 6, = (- l)kd, ,\fk where r = 
2k(p - 1) + 2p - 1. Hence there exists iLI,: Hd(L) 5 E, as claimed. 
I7 is left hereditary [9] and Lis II-projective, hence using [9. Theorem VI, 3.31. we get 
the first exact sequence for X finite dimensional. 
For X infinite dimensional, we resort to the following: let L, = M-‘{E; r 1 s > S}. 
L, is a subcomplex of Land hence Ls = L/L, is a complex-also l-I-projective. Hence ive 
have 
0 --+ 2, @n H(Ls) -+ H(Z, gn L?) -+ Tor,‘(Z,, H(Ls)) --+O. 
We consider lim of these sequences where the lim is on the category of graded modules. 
In the first place, in‘each grading the inverse systems H(Z, an L) and therefore Z, Or, H(p) 
becomes stable. Hence lim’(Z, Or, H(L’)) = 0. Since lim is left exact, this is precisely what 
we need to show that exactness perseveres to the limit. 
It is easy to check that k,(X) N @ E-i(c), H*(X; Z,) 2: !in~ H(Z, On Ls). We need to 
check that 4i~! Tor,‘(Z,, H(p)) = Tor,‘(Z,, lim H(p)). Using [2, Theorem 21 and noting 
that Torn’ = 0 for r > 1 and lim’ H(L?) = 0 for r > 0 (by the Mittag-Leffler condition), we 
see this is exactly the case. 
Thus we get the first exact sequence for all locally finite X. The proof of the second is 
the same. Hence 4.5 is proved. 
4.6 Remark. It is easy to see that the map c’ is induced by the edge-homomorphism 
E20 + E$J of the spectral sequence. Hence c’ is natural. On the other hand, J. depends 
upon the choice of the splitting of (5). It is easy to construct examples where /I is not unique. 
For this reason, the sequences of 4.5 are not natural. We could not treat the case of X infinite 
dimensional by proceeding over skeletons for this reason. 
4.7 COROLLARY. X locallyfinite. Then i,(X) = 0 lyand only iffi*(X; Z,) = 0. 
Technical results 
We will need some technical results later. They can be proved by looking at the filtration 
spectral sequence and so we collect them here. First we remark that there is clearly an 
analogous sequence for K*( ;Z,) and that the analogues of 4.4-4.7 hold using b instead 
of w. Also, by 3.2, the differentials in that sequence are given by the an. In particular 
(i, = 0 unless r = 0 mod 2(p - 1). 
The first result is an immediate corollary of 4.4. We leave the proof to the reader. 
4.8 LEMMA. Let x E k,(X). Then filt x > deg x gand only ifx = ox’for some x’ E k,(X) 
filt dx = filt x ij-w”x # 0. Similar remarks holdfor k*(X; Z,) ifw is replaced by b. Similar 
remarks hold in both cases for operations. 
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4.9 LEWIA. Let +5 be a stable operation on either k,* or k*( ; Z,). filt b = r if and oni? 
Q” filt (j.r 2 filt ,Y + r for all classes s and the equalit?* holds for some x. 
Proof. For definitiveness we prove it for k,. Let x be the fundamental class of Y” 
(Y = {Y”}). For n large enough, the equality holds. We must prove: the inequality. 
If filt 4 = deg 4, the inequality is obvious. 
First we note that filt $0’ 2 filt w”$ (= filt 4). To prove this, we may suppose, by 
4.8, that filt 4 = deg 4 and i. = 1. Then 4w is represented by the composition R-2(p-1)Y 5 
Y ‘5 R-lblY where& represents 4 andf, represents w. Let X: R-191Y - K(Z,, 141) be the 
projection of R-“#“Y onto its bottom Postnikov space. Let x be the fundamental class of 
H*(K(Z,, 141); Z,). Then &J has filt > deg if and only if 
r;*r,%*Q,ti = 0 E H*(R-‘(P-“Y; Z,). 
Mo\sever 1, * is zero on cohomology. Hence filt $w” 2 filt 0.~~4. 
Now suppose filt 4 = r and filt 4 - deg 4 = 2/l,‘(p - 1). Then $J = ~“4 with filt 4’ = 
deg 4’ = r. Thus 
filt 4.~ = filt &‘$~‘w~l’ 2 filt w*+“$‘.r’ = filt +‘.v’ 2 r + filt .y’ 
= R + filt 09.Y’ = r + iilt s. 
This completes the proof. 
4.10 LEMMA. Let s E k*(X; Z,) be a non-zero elejnerlt. lffilt s - deg I = 0 mod 2 
(p - l), pr x # 0 ard in pr s = s + elements of strictly larger filtration. q‘ filt x - deg $ 0 
mod 2(p - 1) in pr s = elements of strictly largerfiltration (or is zero). 
ProoJ The maps r%z, pr induce maps of spectral sequences. These are isomorphisms at 
E;’ for t E 0 mod 2(p - I), t I 0, and zero elsewhere. The non-zero differentials of the 
sequences in both cases are the d21(p--l)+ L. Hence in, pr induce isomorphisms for 
t E 0 mod 2(p - l), t 5 0 for all r 2 2, hence for r = so. Since h, pr respect filtration and 
since filt - deg = t, the result is proved. 
The Chern class 
We investigate the operation which is induced by the projection Y --+ K(Z,, 0) of Y to 
its first Postnikov stage. It is closely related to the Chern class reduced mod p, although we 
do not need that fact or prove it. This map will provide us with a large amount of informa- 
tion about Op(k,). In particular, modulo some information about the Steenrod algebra 
which is exposed in the next section, this map provides the complete additive structure of 
OP(k,). 
4,11 PROPOSITIOX. There exists a degree presercing stable operatiorl c: k,* -+ H*( ; ZJ 
induced by the projection TI : Y - Y(0, 0) = K(Z,, 0). 
kern(c) = {J E k,,*(X) 1 y = WY’} 
im(c) = {X E H*(X; 2,) IO E @,V.yfor all N) 
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Proof. The existence is obvious. Let y E k,“(X) be classified byf,: X -+ Y,, . We consider 
the Puppe sequence [I91 
... - [X, Yn+2(p_*J = [X, Y”] III [X, K(Z,, n)] - *** 
Iff,, classifies J’, (j,)J,, = f,,, . Thus z*f, = 0 if and only if& = f,,, . This determines the 
kernel. 
By the general properties of higher order cohomology operations,f,: X - Y(0, 0) will 
lift to j.c: X --+ Y if and only if 0 E O,V x for all x. This classifies the image. 
4.12 Remarks. (I) c is the edge homomorphism of the spectral sequence for k,. 
(2) The diagram 
commutes where v is the natural projection and c’ is the map of 4.5. 
(3) Since c is stable, there exists a result analogous to 4.1 1 for connected spectra X. 
We will be particularly interested in the case X = Y. 
We thus let /z = k = k, in 2.10. In this case ET*’ consists of modules d/slQ, on 
generators /I!, t 3 0 mod 2(p - I), t 5 0. The first differential dzp_, is given by cl,,_,ah, = 
Qdbl(,-,); i.e. as an operation, is left multiplication by Q,, Q,.: &8/&Q, -d/&Q,. 
Let A, = kern Q,.: d/&Q, -+ d/&Q, and A, = kern/im. Then ET;’ consists of a 
module A, for t = 0 and modules A, for t E 0 mod 2(p - I), f < 0. 
We wish to define a ring structure on A,. For CI E d/_&Q,, let 5 be a representative 
in sl; for d E ~2, let [a] be its class in d/.&Q,. For a, b E d/&Q,, define ab = [ti6]. 
4.13 LEMMA. This multiplication is well-dejined. 
Proof. SEA, if and only if Q,Li =G’Q, for some 5 E sl; likewise for b. Thus 
Q,Z6 =G’Q,6’ =ii’6’Q, and [Z6] E A m. a = 0 in A, if and only if Z =Z’Q,; likewise for 
b. If Z = Z’Q,, ~76 = ii”Q,b = n”6’Q, and [;6] = 0. If 6 = 6”Q,, (76 = ;i6”Q1 and [56] = 0. 
By linearity the lemma is proved. 
4.14 THEOREM. There exists a degree-preserving ring homomorphism c: Op(k,) - Am . 
It is an epimorphism. The kernel is the right ideal generated by w (which is thus a two-sided 
ideal). If z E Op(k,) and C(r) is a representative in & of C(U), the following diagram COG- 
mrrres. 
(6) k,*(x) L k,*(X) 
I 
H*(X; Zp) -3 
1 
H*(X; zp> 
Proof. The map c of 4.11 is stable and hence we can replace X in 4.11 by Y. 
Thus we get c: k,*(Y) --+ H*(Y; Z,) = .t4/&QQlyo. Furthermore, OI = Q,. and hence 
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im cc kern Q,.: &gldQ, - d/&Q, which is A,. Since k,*(Y) = Op(k,) we let C = 
c: Op(k,) -+ A,. By the naturality of c, the diagram (6) commutes. 
We defer the proof that C is onto. That proof will occupy most of Section 6. 
Let I*: Y + Y represent rl E Op(k,) and C(r),: K - K represent C(z); similarly for 
‘I,. Then 
Y” (II). Y-Y 
LI-I 
KC’““-K_C’I”‘-K 
commutes where T( is the projection onto the first Postnikov factor. However, this rule of 
-- 
combination for C(z), C(z,) is precisely the definition of multiplication in A, given above. 
Thus C is a ring homomorphism. The proof-except for the fact that C is onto-is complete. 
4.16 COROLLARY. In the ideal(w) c Op(k,), left multiplication by w is a monomorptlism. 
Hence if oa # 0, da # 0 for all r. 
ProoJ The fact that C is onto is equivalent to the statement that d, = 0, r # 2p - 1. 
Hence in E?J * = ET;*, there exist copies of A, along E: ‘, t 5 0 mod 2(p - I), t < 0. 
By 4.4 and 4.1 I, these elements are the representatives of the left ideal generated by w. By 
4.4 left multiplication by o induces a monomorphism at E,; hence in Op(k,). 
We will need the following technical lemma later. 
4.16 LEMMA. Let ct E Op(k,) he Ca = Q,u, a E A,. Then filt or > filt r. 
Prooj: Consider the commutative diagram 
Y -5 Y(2p - 2, co) Ilr Y 
I n, I R, 
K(Z,,2p-2)LY(O,2p-2)2 Y(0, 0) = K(Z,, 0). 
The map Cr induces r, rcz induces w, rr, and TC~ are projections onto Postnikov steps and 
the bottom line is a Postnikov fibration. 
IC,L? induces oa. filt wa > filt a if and only if iTclji = xj n,6 is trivial. The Puppe sequence 
[19] of the bottom line reads in part 
- CY, Y(0, WI G CY, W,, 2~ - 2)1---f IX, W, 2 - 2)1-+ 
n,ii E [Y, K(Z,, 2p - Z)]. i, n,ti = 0 if and only if TC~C( =sI for some A E [Y, Y(0, O)]. If 
Ca = Q,u, let CI’ E .zI be a representative of u. Let b: Y -+ Y(0, 0) be classified by a’. Then 
7;1= n,ii and the proof is complete. 
Although we have not proved that C is onto, we record here a consequence which helps 
evaluate the QN. 
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4.17 PROPOSITION. If a E & commutes bc?th Q,, a commutes with all CD,“. That is, if 
I E dom @,\, ax E dom @,., and a@,y x = ( - l)l”b,v ax mod indet Dr. 
Proof. Consider the diagram 





Y(0, 7X(p - 1)) __-_u’- $ Q -!“‘y(l-J, TV(p - I)) 
I n v I s .v I 
Y(O,2(N - l)(p - I)) a n-‘n’Y(O, ‘(:I’ - l)(p - 1)) 
where each column is a fibration. We let a,, classify a and suppose by induction that a,“_, has 
been constructed so that a:_ Ik,’ = (- l)l”lak, for n < AV. Here k,, k,’ are the k-invariants. 
We want to show that uN can be constructed. Then since k,“’ is the universal class for 
@,a and k,y is the universal class for 0, the result holds for (D,v. 
Let x be the fundamental class of K(Z,, 2iV(p - 1) - l), i., the basic class of 
Y(O,2(N - l)(P - l)), x, = x,*/l,, A = n*&. A primed cIass denotes the corresponding 
element on the right. The map (I~_~x~ lifts to dN so that ~~.,‘a’,~ = CI,~_~JC,~ if and only if 
(a,v_,n,)*k,v’ = 0. Since n,*ak,” = anN*k, = 0, there exists 5,“. Such an dN induces 5, 
on the fibers; ii,v*~’ = ati + a’Qlh- for some a’ E d. Hence (Li,)*k’,+ 1 = ak,,, + Qla”kivfl 
+ a”‘& for some a”, u”’ E d. By pulling back over 7-1, we see that 0, al. = a”‘,4 mod indet O,., . 
The fact that C is onto implies that @,.+ I = indet @,v for all x E dom Qn c H*(Y; 2,). 
Using 4.3-2, we see @,,a1 = indet asv = im mAv_, = ... = im Q0 = QIH*(Y; Z,). Hence 
a”’ = Q,n (iv) for some a(‘“’ E d. 
We can perturb ii,v by a map c,y’J f: Y(0, 21V(p - 1)) -+ n-I“IK(Z,, 2N(p - 1) - 1). Iff 
is defined by f? = a’k,.,+I i a(“)&,, a,., =c?,~ - iN’f has a,k;y+l = ak,,,. Hence aN exists 
and the proof is complete. 
$5. THE STRUCTURE ON A, AND rlo 
Before we can proceed any further, we need to know the algebraic structure of A, 
and A,. This section is purely algebraic and is devoted to proving the results stated in 5.1, 
5.2, 5.3 below. The additive structure of A, has essentially been determined by Maunder [14]. 
However, since he does not explicitly consider the multiplicative structure and since con- 
siderations for A, also help determine A, , we give a complete proof. 
We recall again the notation used with &. See [15], [ 171. A Z,-basis of d consists of 
elements of the form QgR where R = (rl, r zt . . .) is a sequence of non-negative integers, 
almost all zero, and Q = QOCQIC . . . where ci = 0, 1, almost all zero. Let Ai be the sequence 
with a 1 in the ich place and zeros elsewhere. For p = 2, we have BR = Sg2R and Qi = 
Sr/ *‘+I. Given two sequences of non-negative integers R = (rl, r2, . . .), R’ = (rl’, r2’, . . .), 
we can speak of R + R’ = (rl + rl’, r2 -b r2’, . . .). We also define sR = (sr,, sr2, . . .) for s a 
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non-negative integer. We say R 2 R’ ifr, 2 ri’ for all i. We can then clearly define R - R’. If 
s is a non-negative integer, we say R < s if each ri < S. 
Let Cent Q, = centralizer of Q, in d = {a E & I aQ, - (- l)“‘Q,a = 0). Let 4 = the 
two-sided ideal in Cent Q1 generated by QI. Let Comm Q, = commutators of Q, in 
d = {aQr -(- l)‘a’Q,a}. Clearly Comm Q, c Cent Q,. 
5.1 PROPOSITION. There exists a graded ring homomorphism p: Cent Q, - A,. p is 
onto. Its kernel is 4. If g =p Comm Q, c A,, j is an ideal and A, N A,/f. 
We will need an explicit basis for A,, . Let v: A, --+ A,, be the projection. 
5.2 PROPOSITION. Let N = (9”” 1 R < p} u (j39’” I R <p}. Then vpN is a basis for A,. 
5.3 COROLLARY. A,, is a truncated polynomial algebra with unit over Z, (hence com- 
mutative) on generators Pi = v;t!YAi, p = vpp with 
Pip = 0, j?t = 0. 
Pi has grading 2p’ - 2, p has grading 1. 
Given 5.1, 5.2, the proof of 5.3 is a trivial verification using facts in [15] and [17]. We 
leave it to the reader and turn to 5.1 and 5.2. 
We recall a little more notation. For a E &/&Ql (or later &/Ql&) let z be a represen- 
tative in d; for c1 E d, let [a] be its class in d/&Q1 or &/era. {a} will be its class in 
zzZ/.zIQel + &Q, or &/Q1& + Q,&. XX: d -+d will be right multiplication by rr; ct. left 
multiplication, We will also use this notation for maps induced from such multiplication. A 
monomial in & is an element of the form QYR. 
We let c: d -+ .& denote the canonical anti-automorphism. See [15]. Note that 
CQI= -Q,. 
The main computation of this section is in the proof of the following. 
5.4 LEMMA. Representatives in A, of a Z,-basis for A, are elements of the form 
Cc(~R>l, CC(?~)PI for R <P. 
Proof. c(Ql) = - Q1 so we consider the conjugate situation; i.e. we consider 
-Q,: &IQ,_& -+ &/Qr&. Consider dfQrz2 and ,rdlQ,& + Q,& as chain complexes with 
-Q, as differential. The sequence 
(1) 0 - &/QO& + Qr-cs 5 zI,Q,.zZ 2 ~lQ,~+Q,~-----+O 
is an exact sequence of graded complexes where j is the canonical projection. To see this 
note first that Q,,. and j both clearly commute with Q,.. j is onto; its kernel = 
Thus im Q,. c kern j. For such 6, let 2 = Q$i ‘; then [ii] = QO.{Si’}.Thus im QO- I kernj. 
Q,.: d/Q0 d + Q, ~9 -+ &4/Q1d is monomorphic because if Q,,. {E} = 0 for E E &, then 
Q, a = Q,ii’. Let ii = Z” + QrE”’ where no monomial in 5” contains Q,. Then Q, ii” = 0 or 
Z’ = Q, a,. Thus a = Q, a, + QIZ” E Q, JZI + Q1& and {a} = 0. 
For ij E ,rQ, let a = Q, ?i’ + 6’ where no monomial in 6 contains Q,. Then 
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5 = Q,E’ + 6 where no monomial in b contains Q, . Then 5 = 6 mod Q, & + Q,&. Define 
k: d/Q,& + et-3 -+ d/Q,& by k(a) =[6] E ~/QlzZ. k is also a chain map and 
jk = id. Thus (1) splits. Hence the homology sequence splits also and 
H,W/Q,4=H,@'/Q,~+ Q,~>e(Q,.>,H,-,(~lQ,~+ Q+O 
So to prove 5.4 we prove that the {PR), R < p form a basis for H,(d/Q, d + Q,&). 
Let Z be the cycles, B the boundaries. s/Q,&? + Q,&’ has as a Z,-basis elements of 
the form {QPR} where Q,, Q, do not appear in Q. From [15, Theorem 4a], PRQl = Qt.9” 
if R <p and thus {gR} E 2. Also if uQ, # 0, each monomial in uQ, begins with some Qi. 
Thus {P”} $ B, R < p; neither are their non-trivial Z,-linear combinations. Thus the {P’“} 
are linearly independent in the homology. 
Now let {a) E Z, homogeneous. We shall show (a> =_ (Ec?~> mod B, R < p, a E Z,. 
The plan of attack is as follows: let a = xaQPR, Q = QZE*Q3” . . . . Suppose no 
Q, R 
monomial in a has both: all si = 0 and R < p. Then {a} E B. For we shall find inductively, for 
each n 2 2, 6, E d so that a, = a - b2 Q, - b, Q, .** - b, Q, is 
monomials QPR (mod Q,d) which 
(1) do not contain Q2, Q, , . . . , Q, 
(2) do contain some Qi, i > n. 
This will prove the result because the dimensions of the Qi in (2) 
dimension of a, say at n = N. Then aN = 0 and {a} E B. Thus if 
-I- gRagR fRTPaQpR, (a) = IRTpa9’“) mod B. 
either 0 or the sum of 
become larger than the 
some other a = 1 a~??~ 
R<P 
First note that {a> E Z and (1) imply 
(3) the monomials Q9’ in a, satisfy: each R = (rl, r2, . . .) has li -C p for i 5 n - 1. 
To see this let QPR = QEPR, E = (Ed, c2, . . .); order the QPR by their exponents 
(E, R) lexicographically from the left. Now suppose CI, satisfies (1) but not (3). Let i (< n - I) 
be the smallest i such that some Ti 2 p; let QS” be the least monomial in a,, with ri 2 p. 
Then mod Q,&, &YRQ1 = ijIQi+IPR-pAi + greater monomials. QQi+tSRfpAi # 0 
from (1). Thus aQ, E a,, Q, f 0 mod Q, .GG’ + Q1& and {a} 6 Z. 
Suppose the induction has succeeded up to n - 1. Let 
a,- 1 = QFRy'Q'Q. PR’ + QzK,,a"Q"PR" 
where Q,, . . ., QU do not occur in the Q’, Q”. Let 
Then 
b, = C al~lg.aR'+~k~- I. 
Q', R’ 
bnQl = Qlb, + c a’nQm9w 
Q”‘. R”’ 
where the Q”’ do not contain Q,. The Q”’ do not contain Q, , . . . , Q,_, by (3). However 
they do contain some Qi (if they are non-zero). Therefore a, = LI,_ 1 - b, Q, satisfies (1) and 
(2) and the proof of 5.4 is complete. 
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Let d =[Q,, b] = Q,b - (- l)lb’bQ, where b is a monomial QYR or PQ.P’“, ri <p for 
i < i,, , rio 2 p, and Q = Q”~,o$: QF;J++: . . . . b’e use the notation set up at the beginning of 
this section. 
5.5 LEMMA. The elements d and Qld (also c(d), c(Qld)) are a basis for Comm 0,. The 
elements Qld (also c(Q,d)) are a basis for Comm Q, n 4. 
Proof. By ordering the elements b = QEgR lexicographically as above (E = (Ed, tz3, . . .)), 
the linear independence in d of each set of elements 
KQi, bl’,, {CO,, PI>, R-Q,. Q,blI~ X01, PQ,blI 
are established by the method of the last proof. We leave the details to the reader. Clearly 
the pairwise intersections of the Z,-spans of these four sets of elements are only (0). Hence 
they are linearly independent. 
To show they span Comm Q,, we use an induction on the grading n of & = {A,}. Let 
Comm” Q, = JXZ, n Comm Q,. Comm’ Q, = {0} so the induction is started. Suppose the 
statement is true up to n - 1. Let f = XIQ1, 91 be an expansion in Comm” Q, where g 
are monomials and the minimal number of terms occur on the right. If [fl = 0 in @‘/Qi,&, 
an induction on the number of terms on the right along with another ordering argument 
shows that each g = Gig’. Then iff’ =X[Q,, g’], f = Q, f' and by the inductive hypothesis 
applied to f’, the result is proved. Note also that if f E 9, [fl = 0 in d/Q,& so the last 
statement in 5.5 is proved. 
If f_/J # 0 in &J/Q,&‘, [f] = C[( - l)‘“‘gQ,] E B (in the notation of the proof of 5.4). 
This proof gives an explicit expansion [f] = [cr[Q,, b]](< E Z,) of the type we want. Thus 
[fJ - [Et[QI, b]] = 0 in xI/Q,JxI and we return to the case of the last paragraph. Thus 
the induction is complete. 
To prove the corresponding statements about the conjugates, we note that c(Comm Q,) 
= Comm Q, and c(9) = 9. Comparing dimensions in each grading we get the result. 
The proof of 5.5 is complete. 
5.6 COROLLARY. The elements [c(d)], [c(jW’“)], [c(gR)], with R < p, are a basis for A,. 
Proof. The construction in the proof of 5.4 shows they span A,. SpanzP{[c(d)]l n 
spanz,{[c(PPR)] u [c(PR>] I R <p} = (0) because any monomial in any d contains some 
Qi, i 2 2. Therefore by 5.4 and 5.5, the elements are linearly independent in &. It is also 
clear that a relation of linear dependence 
(2) 
for 5ij E Z,, a EA’, holds only if all s’ij = 0. Hence the elements are linearly independent in 
d/&Q,; i.e. in A,. 
5.7 COROLLARY. A co = Cent Q,/.F as graded rings. 
Proof. Let a E Cent Q,. Then [a] in &4/&Q, is E A,. Therefore the natural projections 
d -+ .&/-CaQl induces .u: Cent Q1 -+ A,. Since d, /W’“, gR(R <p) are all E Cent Q,, 5.6 
implies p is onto. By 5.5, 9 n spanzp{c(d)) = (0). Clearly 
9 n span,P{c9R) u 439”) I R <p} = (0). 
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Therefore Cent Q,/3 Y spanzp!spanZ, n 3 2: A, where 
spanzP = spanzP{c(d> u c(P) u c(pP”) [ R < P) 
The multiplicative structure given A, in 4.13 is expressed [n][h] = [nb] and hence ,D is a 
ring homomorphism. Thus 5.7 is proved. 
5.8 COROLLARY. The elements Cd], [P”], [/?P”],for R < p, are a basis for A,. 
Proof. The elements d, PPR, /?PR are all E Cent QI. They are linearly independent. 
4 n spanzp{d u YR u p.PR 1 R < p} = {O}. Hence their classes are linearly independent 
in A,. Comparing dimensions we see they are a basis. 
We have thus established 5.1. 5.2 is now simple. We note that the elements of vpN are 
linearly independent in A, and comparing dimensions using 5.4, we see they span A,. 
We also get the following results, the proofs of which we leave to the reader. 
5.9 PROPOSITION. Given a E rd, if Q,a = a’Ql for some a’ E d, then there exists a” such 
rhat ifZ = a + a”Q,, Q,Z = (- l)“lGQ,. 
5.10 PROPOSITION. 
Cent Q, = Comm Q, + QI . Comm Q, + spanZp{PR, pPR, QIYR, BQIPR I R -C p>. 
$6. THE OPERATION RING 
To establish the structure theorem about Op(k,) stated in the introduction we have to 
prove the facts collected in 6.1. This section is devoted to proving 6. I. We use the notation 
and conventions of the preceding sections. 
6.1 LEMMA. 
(1) C is onto. 
(2) w E Center Op(k,). 
(3) p E Op*(k,) satisfies j3” = 0. 
(4) For each 1 E p Comm Q,, there exists x E Op(k,) such that C(x) = 1, o,y = 0. 
(5) I~C(,Y) = Pk or /3Pl, E A,, then ox # 0. 
(6) There exist xk, k = 1,2, . . . such that C(%J = P, and such that xkp = o~~+~ rj” 
p > 2 or k > 1; if p = 2, x12 = 0. 
(7) For any x, x’, w[x, I’] = 0. 
We can dispose of (3) immediately. For ifp = 2, /?’ = 0. ifp # 2, in the spectral sequence 
converging to Op(k& E,, - ‘J 0 if s + t = 2. Therefore Op’(k,) = 0 and p” = 0. Suppose 
we have established 1. Then 5 follows from 5.2 and 4.4. In that case, let xk be such that 
C(x,) = P,, . Then the representatives in E, of the elements 
{w’;(, , w’j?~, 1 r = 1, 2, . . . , k = 1, 2, . . . } 
span {E”&: 1 t < O}. Therefore any element 2 such that C;l = 0 is a (power series) sum 
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5’ E Z,. If Cl E p Comm Q,, 
0% = 7 &d%k(‘) or 0% = f ~‘W’;Ck(,) 
‘:I *=2 
by 4.16. Therefore wz = w;C where Cz = 0. If x’ = x - j, x’ satisfies the conditions of 4. 
6.2 LEMMA. If X is cellular and G = Z or Z,, there exists a natural isomorphism 
A = A(G): k”(X; G) --) K(X, X1’-‘; G). 
If x E OpO(k( ; Z,)) commutes up to sign (- l)E(~ = 0, 1) with the periodicity, and xn is the 
component of x operating on k”( ; Z,), then z. A = (- l)E’A~z’. Such a % hasfiltration 2n if 
and only iffilt x0 = 2n. 
Proof. The cofibration X2’-2 L X A X/Xzre2 Induces an exact sequence, a portion of 
which is 
0 = k’r-I (X2’-?; G) - kz’(X/X”-2; G) z k”(X; G) 2 kz’(Xz’-2; G) = 0 
Therefore s*: k2’(X/X2’-2; G) f k2’(X; G). 
The projections Z(2r, ,s)--tZ where Z = bu or bu, induce maps 6’: k”( ; G) --f 
k,( ;G)=K( ;G),andaisoamapp:E -+ E’ where E(resp. E’) is the spectral sequence of 
2.8 for k( ; Gj (resp. K( ; G)). It is trivial that if Yin 2r - 2 connected, p: I$+ E:,,’ if 
s + t = 2r. Hence if Y is 2r - 2 connected, b’:k”( ; G): K( ; G). Therefore if Y = X/X*‘-*, 
we can let A = bs-‘. 
Clearly s-l commutes with operations. If xb = (- 1)&b%, x0 A = (- ~)“Ax~‘. Filt x = 2n 
if and only if x = 6”;! for 2: k”( ; G) --+ d’“( ; G). An operation on K has filtration 2n if 
and only if it factors through 
K(X, *; G) : K(X,X’“-2; G) --+ K(X, *; G). 
These two statements are equivalent. Thus 6.2 is proved. 
Let $” denote the Adams operations on K. See [3]. 
6.3 LEMMA. If k f 0 mod p, there exists a stable operation of degree 0, $pk: k( ; 2,) --+ 
k( ; Z,) such that ($pk)O is the modp reduction of $“. If k E - 1 modp, $,kb + btipk = 0. 
ProoJ AS in [ 14, p. 6331 using A instead of the periodicity. The second statement follows 
from [3, 5.31. 
6.4 DEFINITION. Q” p > 2 or k > 1, let $Pk = $;‘* ‘-l - $$-’ E OpO(k( ; Z,)). Let 
4” =pr $pk in E Op’(k,). We do not define c#I>‘. 
The proof of 6.1-1 will be accomplished as follows: we will show that 
(4”)’ (r = 1, 2, . , p - 1) 
is non-zero and determines in E, a generator of Ez-‘, s = (2~’ - 2)r. Then /I(c$~)’ deter- 
mines a generator of E’,f ‘p -‘. By 5.3, these span (I?:” j t = --s or t = --s - 1). Hence, 
again by 5.3, for each s 2 0, there exists t such that E’;’ IS spanned by such an element. By 
the regularity of the differentials, as stated in 4.4, all the differentials d’, r > 2p - 1, are 
trivial. Thus E, = EzD and C is onto. 
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We note that this will also establish 6.1-2 and 6.1-7. First observe that ~4’ = $“w by 
3.1 I and 6.3. Also by 3.1 I, o/3 = /?w. All ;c E Op”(k,)(n I 0) are (power series) sums of 
products of the $k, p, and w. Therefore if x E Op”(k,), n I 0, [x, w] = 0. Suppose [x, w] # 0 
for some positive dimensional x. [x, o] is in the ideal generated by o and thus by 4.16 
(assuming we have established that C is onto), w’[x, o] = (grx, U] # 0 for atl r. However, 
0’~ is negative dimensional for large enough r. Thus we have a contradiction and hence 
WE Center Op(k,). 6.1-7 follows in the same way. 
We return to 6.1-1. We must investigate the filtrations of the operations 4Pk. TO 
investigate the filtration of an operation on K it is clearly sufficient to look at its action on BU 
since the filtration is natural. Let CP be infinite dimensional complex projective space and 
let p be the dimensionless Hopf bundle. Let ,~r, . . ., pR be copies of p over CP,, . . . , CP,, 
copies of CP. Then ,~r” *.’ pRa, E R( x CR) where x CP = CPiXfilt p = 2; hence 
tit /lrQ‘ * 9 . pRaR = 2Cq. Now K( x CP) = Zfic,, . . . , pR ] and if $ is the classifying map 
for p1 ... pR, ,i*: K(BU) -+ K( x CP) has as image the subalgebra of symmetric power 
series. Furthermore this map is injective up to filtration 2R. Hence if we restrict ourselves 
to bounded filtration, we may work in K( x CP) instead of K(BU). We suppose that R is 
fixed and large enough for each consideration. Since the 4,” are reductions of integral 
operations we may work in K( x CP; Z,). Let vi be the modp reduction of pi. (By [6], 
K( ;Z,) has a multiplicative structure so we are entitled to write qIz’ *** nNaR etc.). Note 
dim qlffi . .. p,“=f+ = 0, filt qlul .. - qNaN = 2~a,. Let S(qIulqzQL *** vNaN) denote the sym- 
metric function generated by qIa* qznz . . . qNaN. We will need the following lemma. 
6.5 LEMMA. For k > 0, the binomial coefficient pki-’ = (- l)i mod p. 
r i 
Prooj: 
(1 + xy+- = p&k- 1)x’= (1 + x)-y1 + xy* 
i=l 
= (1 -I- x)-y1 + xPk) = ‘iOi(- 1)‘~’ in Z,[xj. 
6.6 LEMMA. Let aj be a power of p, j = 1, . . . , N. Then 
(&$Ql . . . t7N*N zx (- 1>y$7pfy?” . . . q,<N 
+ vlillvp . . . vNw + . . . + 11Qq2=2 . . . &N-J + c qlY’ . . . qN’/.y 
where the sum ranges over ol, . . . , yN) with yi 2 Ui , some yi > pkUi. 
Proof. $l,u” = [(l + p)’ - l)]” by [3, 7.21. Hence if a is a power ofp, 






N p*+*-1 N pk-I 
[ICI 
_ $P*- ‘-J/q.. . 
,GNN = ,jl i,&l (- U”Pq”’ - ‘Q i; 1(- 1Y’PY”’ 
z C, ‘fil( - l)‘J&Ji’ - &,( - 1)‘J&J” 
EC,,, ( - 1) iJp;JiJ mod p. 
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Here C, runs over all ij < pk+‘, 
&, runs over all ij < pk, 
&, runs over all ij < pk+ ‘, some ij 2 pk. 
The lowest terms have been segregated out in the statement of the lemma. 
We shatl introduce the phrase “ higher terms ” to mean terms of the form Z,” . . . qNyy. 
More specifically, “higher terms ” will mean sums of monomials of filtration larger than the 
least filtration of the explicitly stated terms, but which do not cancel any explicitly stated 
terms. 
6.7 COROLLARY. 
(1) 4plrVl ... q.v = (- l)zvS(q,p*q, ... qN) + higher term. 
(2) (&I% I . . . ‘In = (- 1yr ! s(Q+r/2~* . . r&y,+ 1 . . . f/,v) + (- l)N’s(rg+ q2 ’ + * ry,y) 
+ higher terms ifr < p. 
(3) (q5i)pq1 . . . rl,v = (- l)NpS(~~k” qr . . . r~,,,) + higher terms. 
6.8 COROLLARY. 
4: hasjiftration 2(pk - 1) 
(4;)’ hasfiltration 2r(pk - 1) ifr < p 
(4,“)” hasfiltration 2(pk+’ - 1). 
Proof. (1) follows directly from 6.6. (2) comes from repeated applications of 6.6. After 
p applications, the first term in (2) has coefficient p! and hence is zero. The second term 
becomes the one of lowest filtration, giving (3). 
Filt S(qIP*q2 * . . vav) = 2pk + 2(N - 1). 
Filt qI . . q,v = 2N. Thus filt 4Pk = 2pk + 2N - 2 - 2N = 2pk - 2. The same technique 
holds for r > 1 using 6.7-2, 3. (We are also using the last statement of 6.2.) This proves 
6.7 and 6.8. 
We now turn to $J” = pr apk in. 
6.9 LEMMA. Let c#~ E Op(k*( ; Z,)) ofjltration r. Then pr 4 in hasfiltration 2 r. 
6.10 LEMMA. Suppose Cgi E 0 mod(p - 1). Then 
in pr ql” . . . qNax = qlg* . . . qNuN + higher terms. 
If Cxi # 0 mod(p - I), 
in pr q1a1.. . q,vw = ~~,‘1 . . tllv7s 
where yi 2 ai, Eyi > Cr, . 
Proof. Both statements follow from the fact that in, pr respect filtration. Thus for 6.9, 
if filt $x 2 filt x + r for all x E k*(X; Z,), then for y E k,(X), filtpr 4 in y 2 filt 4 in y 2 
filt in y + r 2 filt y + r. (See 4.9.) 
Note that in, pr respect filtration on each factor CP, of x CP. Noting that filt q’ > 
filt qr’ if and only if r’ > r, we see that 6.10 follows from 4.10. 
6.11 LEMMA. ($J~)' is non-zero in Op(k,) ifr < p. Filt($S’ = 2r(p” - 1) for r < p. 
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Proof. From 6.9 and 6.8, filt 4” 2 2r(pk - 1). Let v = pr q, . qp_l. Then V# 0 in 
kp( x CP) and 
inv=q, ‘. . qp_l + higher terms. 
Thus 
(4’)‘~ = pr r! S(q,pkq2pk . 9 . ~,~“q,+ I . . . qp_ l) + higher terms 
and hence is not zero because 
filt S(r]rp*qzp* ... qrp*q,+r ..’ qp_r = 2rpk + 2(p - 1 - r) 
= 2r(p” - 1) + 2(p - 1) 5 0 mod 2(p - 1). 
Furthermore 2r(pk - 1) + 2(p - 1) - fi1t (q, . * . v~_~) = 2r(pk - 1). This proves 6.1. 
We have now accomplished our program of proving that C is onto. However we wish 
to establish more. 
6.12 LEMMA. (4”)’ = dr&, for some &r where C$,,, = pi E A, for r < p. 
If r =p, C$&p = Pk+l. Here 
1 





P &+I - 1 r = p. 
P-l 
Proof. Clearly from what has gone before, (4k)’ = ~“4~. ~ where C$,,, = ik,,Pk’ for 
some &, r E Z, . Let vi = b?ji, v = WV. The module higher filtration, pr (ii1 . . . q,_J = i; and 
~k,r~=pr(S(~,P’...~,Pkrj,+,.~.~p_,)). 
From 4.14, we have 
However 
c&, r v = (C&,)(ci;) = &,(PAk)I(cY). 
CJ = x1 ...x~-~ EH *(p-y x CP), 
where Xi generates H2(CPi). 
(P”“)‘x, -3. xp_l = r.!S(X,Pk ...xrp”x,+I ... xp-l) 
by [15, Lemma 91. On the other hand, 
c$~,+V” = r!S(xLP” ... x,pkx;;I+l ..a Xp-l). 
Therefore &, r = 1. 
To prove the second assertion, we use 6.7-3. Using 6.10 and the fact that itz, pr preserve 
filtration on each factor CPi of x CP, we can easily show 
($k)% = pS(qIPrqz . . . qp_ L) + higher terms. 
Thus filt (4’)” -< 2pkf1 - 2. On the other hand, C((jkp) = (Pk)’ = 0 and hence q&P = (j$k,p. 
Therefore fiit 4kP 2 (2~” - 2)p + 2p - 2 = 2pk+’ - 2. Furthermore C&, P = Ek, p pk+ I. As 
above <k, p = 1 and the proof is complete. 
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We now have the obvious 
6.13 COROLL.ARY. (4’)” = +!I”~ + elements of higher filtration. 
We can now prove 6.1-6. Choose x, so that Cx, = P,. (If p = 2, we start with xz .) 
Inductively we have zkp = w($&, I + ox,, p) for some zk, p. Define inductively X~ + 1 = &, p 
+ WXk,,. Then the ;c~ satisfy the conditions of 6.1-6. If we try to define lz = o-1$2’ for +2 
the mod 2 reduction of I,!J’ + $‘, we find x1’ has too large a filtration (namely 14). So we 
now define 422 to be the reduction of $’ + $-I. Then 422 has filtration 2 and ($2’)2 = 0. 
We now let xz = w-1$22 and the exceptional case is taken care of. 
$7. THE ADAMS SPECTRAL SEQUEXCE 
Adams [5] and others have investigated the existence and properties of spectral 
sequences which are analogues, for generalized cohomologies, of the classical Adams 
spectral sequerze [l]. In this section we prove that k, has such a sequence and expose its 
basic properties. 
The construction 
First we sketch, without detail, the construction of the sequence. It is due to J. F. Adams 
and is a revision of the construction in [5]. In general, the construction consists, at each 
step, of doing the obvious analogue of the corresponding step in the classical construction. 
We need some notation. We work in some category of graded gadgets A = {A,},“= _n which 
are decreasingly filtered by {F’A},,, . One can put a topology on such a filtered object, the 
filtration topology. We will always require that this topology be Hausdorff. This is equivalent 
to the filtration being complete or to the natural map A -+ !~IT_I A/F’A being monomorphic. 
If the topology is also complete, A --, !~IJI A/F*A is an isomorphism. The word “complete” 
in this section, refers to the topology, not the filtration. The completion of A, 
(1) A = lim A/F’A. - 
Let R be a complete filtered graded ring, filtered so that F”R is a left ideal satisfying 
(2) (F”R,) * R, c FS+URI+U. 
J(R) is the category of filtered left R modules M, filtered so that 
(3) (F”R,) . M, c FS+UMI+u, 
and continuous R maps. M is locally finite if it has a finite number of R generators in each 
grading and none in gradings tm, for some !n,. It is free if it is the sum of copies of R. 
C&(R) is the full subcategory of complete modules. The functor 
h : d(R) --) C&(R) 
is left adjoint to inclusion. We say &? is locally finite or free if M is and call the generators 
of M also those of Ii?. 
If h is a connected cohomology represented by E and (II, E) satisfies condition (L) (see 
2.5), Op(h) is a complete filtered graded rin g satisfying (2). We abbreviate ~t((Op(ll)) to 
M(h), etc. Hereafter we suppose h satisfies condition (L) and is locally finite. 
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Let X be a locally finite direct spectrum, Y a locally finite, finite dimensional direct 
spectrum. Then h(X), h(Y) are objects in CA(h). We compute Extc_,(,,(h(X), h(Y)) by 
forming a resolution (C, n) 
(4) -CAC,_,-...--* d’ c,* h(X)--0 
of h(X) by projective Op(h) modules and calling Ext the cohomology of the differential 
complex (Horn c.dl(hI(C, h(Y)), n*). The complex C has a bigrading (n, m); m is the CA(h) 
grading, h is the resolution degree. The dare to be of bidegree (- 1,O). Hence Ext is bigraded. 
The resolution is locally finite (resp. free) if each C, is. We hypothesize that h(X) has a 
locally finite free resolution and that C is one such. We now realize the modules C, as ND,) 
where D, is a direct product (= direct sum), D, = n @E where E represents h. In this 
way we form a geometric resolution (5) over X. We lan consider each Xi -+ Xi-, + D,_, 
as a fibration. 





We consider the exact triangles 
[Y, R’X,] --t [Y, !2=xi+ ,] 
;>wD/; 
7 L 
Summed over all ~1, i, these form an exact couple which 
The three hypotheses: (i) Y is finite dimensional, (ii) 
determines the spectral sequence. 
h is connected, (iii) the resolution 
is locally finite and free, insure that we can consider ourselves to be working in the stable 
range of topological spaces and the groups become identifiable. In particular E;’ = 
Exf&,zJh(X)r h(Y)) ; a map f E [Y, X] has filtration II if and only if it lifts to X,; and 
EL’ = F’[S’-“Y, X]/F+‘[S’-“Y, X-J. Also cl,: E;*‘-+ E;+‘Sf-r+‘. 
The statement 
In the the case of k, we have the following result. 
7.1 THEOREM. Let X be a locally-finite direct spectrum, Y a locally finite, finite dimen- 
sional spectrum. Then there exists a spectral sequence E:* * NGth d,: E: * -+ E:i**r+r-l, 
contravariant in Y, covariant in X, satisfying 
(i) E;’ is a finite dimensional Z, space and = 0 unless s 2 0, t - s 2 M, - M, rrlhere 
M, = min{m 1 H”(X; Z,) # O> 
M, = max{m I H”(Y; Z,) # Oj, 
(ii) E;’ = EW&k,W k,W> 
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(iii) for r > s, there exists a natural monomorphism E:2 L -+ E:. ‘. 
(iv) if E:’ = n E:*’ , 
I>I 
E:’ = F’[S’-“Y, Xl/F’+ ‘[S’-‘Y, X]. 
(v) F”{.S”Y, X} consists of elements ofjinite order prime to p. 
The convergence property (v) was first conjectured by D. W. Anderson. The proof, for 
the most part, is as in the classical case using the construction above. We leave the buik to 
the reader and verify three essential facts which we state as lemmas. 
7.2 LEMMA. If X is a locally finite spectrum, k,(X) has a locall_v finite free resolution in 
CA(h). 
7.3 LEMMA. Suppose H”(X; Zp) = 0 for u < U and H”(Y; 2,) = 0 ,for u > V. Then 
Ext~&,,(k,(X), k,(Y)) = 0 unless s 2 0, s - t 2 U - V. 
7.4 LEICIMA. f E [Y, X] is E F” tf and only [ff is diL;isible byp’for allpositice integrals. 
Proof of 7.2 and 7.3. TI is a subring of Op(k,). We wish to consider objects whose 
filtration is measured by LT. So we let A,(k,) or CA,(k,) be the full subcategory of objects 
satisfying F”M = {x E M 1 x = w’x’ for some x’ E M,}. We also consider the categories 
-fl,(TI), C,K,(lT) and the obvious functors An(k,) 5 Y/ln(lI); CAn(k,,) 2 CJIn(lI). 
Note that 
(6) AL = L’^. 
We will prove 7.2 and 7.3 in CAn(kp). 
Statements (i) and (ii) of the following lemma follow immediately from (6) and the 
fact that Op(k,) is an object in C&!,(TI) with one generator in dimension 0 and none in 
negative dimension. In (iii), let 2, be a trivial right H-module concentrated in grading 0. 
7.5 LEILI.MA. (i) M in C.NI,(k,) is locallyjinite tfand only tf T’M is locallyfinite. 
(ii) If M is locally finite in CA,(k,) with 1, generators in grading m, and none in 
gradings < mo , T’M has A0 generators in grading m0 and none in gradings cm, , 
(iii) For M in An(k,), the inclusion M -+ t@ induces an isomorphism Z, an M 1 
z, OnA. 
(iv) M in CAL,(rI) is locallyfinite tfand only $Z, at, ,Ll is a locallyfinite Z, module. 
Proof We must prove (iii) and (iv). Let @ mean Or,, Tor mean Torn. For any graded 
IT module iM, Z, @ M inherits a grading from M, which we denote (ZP @ M)4. Recall that 
iii = lim MIF’M. 
If s > q, M - M/F”M induces (Z, @ M)4 5 (Z, @ A4/FSM), since (Z, @ FSM), = 0. 
Hence 
(7) 
Let t > x. Then 
0 --t F’MIF’M --+ M/F’M -+ M/F”M --f 0 
is exact. This implies two facts: first, the inverse system {M/F’M} satisfies the Mittag- 
Leffler condition and l&‘(M/F”M) = 0. Hence 
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(8) 
Second, the sequence 
Tor’(Z,, lim’ iLJ/f’iCJ) = 0. 
Tor’(Z,, AJjF’ibJ) + Tor’(Z,, ;LJ/FS/tJ) --) Z, @ PAJ/F’AJ 
is exact in each grading 4. Since (ZP @ F%J/F’&J) = 0 if s > 4, the inverse system 
{Tor’(Z,, AZ/PM)) also satisfies the Mittag-Leffler condition and 
(9) h’ Tor’(Z,, M/FS~CJ) = 0. 
Thus using the obvious adaption of [21. Corollarie du Theorem 21. on (8) and (9). we have 
(10) lim Z, @ i\/r/F”#J - z Z, @ lim M/F”ILJ. 
By combining (I), (7). (IO), we have completed the proof of (iii). 
(iii) implies that one implication in (iv) is valid. If Z, @ bJ is locally finite, let {mi) c M 
be a set of elements such that {Z, @ in,) is a Z,, basis for Z, @ ii/J. Let M, in &ILn(l-I) be the 
polynomial algebra (Z, @ M)[u], and hJz = i@, = (Z, @ M)[w]]. Then the mapf: fbJ, - bJ 
defined by Z, @ mli -+ nli is epimorphic. If N =f(M,) (considering M, c hl,), N is locally 
finite in An(n) and AJ =m. Thus (iv) is established. 
Since k, is connected, k,“(Y) = 0 if H*(Y; Z,) = 0 in dimensions ?rn. Hence, using 
the notation of 7.3, X-,‘(Y) = 0 for ti > V. By shifting dimensions, suppose U= 0. To prove 
7.2 and 7.3, we therefore need to construct a locally-finite free resolution C of k,(X) such 
that C, has no generators in gradings <n. 
We construct this resolution inductively. If C, has been constructed, let K” = kernel 4,: 
C, -+ C,,_ I. Let K_ , = k,(X). Consider Z, as the trivial right graded II module. Each C,, K, 
has a grading nl which Tor,(Z,, C,), Tor,(Z,, K,) inherit. We use the following notation: 
Tor(Z,, C,‘“) = Tork “(Z,, C,,), 
Z, @ C,“’ = Tor$ ‘“(Z,,, C,), 
and likewise for K,, . The exact sequence 
O--+ Kn-+C,--+h’n_,--+O 
gives rise to an exact sequence 
(11) 0 - Tor(Z, , I<,,“‘) --t Tor (Z,, , C,,“‘) -+ Tor(Z,, K,“‘_ [) 
- z, @ K,“’ - z, 0 C”‘” J+ z, 0 KC’_ 1 -+ 0 
since II is hereditary. (See [9, VI, 2.91.) Consider the following statements: 
T”. Z, OK,, is locally finite over Z, 
B “. Z, @ C, is locally finite over Z, 
‘/” . Tor(Z, , rC,) is locally finite over Z,, 
8”. Tor(Z,, C,) is locally finite over Z, 
“m. 
inm. 
Z, @ K,t’ = 0 for I( < tn. 
Z, @ C/ = 0 for 9 < tz 
y,“. Tor(Z,, K,,“) = 0 for /r < nz 
6”“. Tor(Z,, C,,l) = 0 for LL < 112 
&“I”. v: z, 0 C”” -+ Z, @ Kr_, is surjective. 
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We will establish that there exist free C, so that /?,. p,” are true for ail n 2 0. This will, 
if we invoke 7.5, prove 7.2 and 7.3. By 4.5, x-l, j)-,, x0_ ,, 75, are true. We wilI prove 
(1) A? ‘/n-l = 5 
(2) P”jd” 
(3) d”=>?” 
(1’) /!?,“, $_I, &“n=-‘*::+l 
(2’) P,, B,” ==- ,:+I 
(3’) ,:+I * y;+l 
(4) z,, ,;+’ => there exists C”+, such that /3,+ I, pi: i, cl: i. 
These statements provide the inductive step for the proof. We now prove them. 
(1) By the sequence (11). 
(2) C, = k,(~.t2zR=E) where E is the representing spectrum fork, and there is one copy 
of R”*E for each g&erator. Since C, is locally finite, flln”*E is locally finite. By 4.5, 6, holds. 
I 
(3) By the sequence (11). 
(I’) By the sequence (11). 
(2’) The same as the proof of 2. 
(3’) By the sequence (I 1). 
(4) By 7.5, K,, is locally finite in C,Hn(k,) with no generators in gradings < n + 1. Let 
C “+ I be the completion of the free Op(k,) module on these generators. Let C,, I -+ K. be the 
map obtained by mapping generator to corresponding generator. It lives in CA!,(k,). Thus 
P “fl is true. /j’:T : now follows from 7.5-l and E:: [ from 7.5-2. 
Proof of 7.4. Let E classify k,. 
7.6 LEMMA. There exists < E k,(E(O, 2r(p - 1)) szrch that 
(1) c[ E @,(l,) lohere 1, is c/ass$ed by the projection of E(0, 2r(p - 1)) lo its first 
Postnikov factor. 
(2) iff classfying [ is ajibration, thefiber is E. 
Proof. Let R-‘E(2(r + l)(p - I), co) -+ Q-’ E be a fibration classifying cJ. The fiber is 
E(0, 2r(p - 1)). If i: E(0, 2r(p - I)) --* R -‘E(2(r + I)(p - I), 00) is the fiber inclusion, i 
classifies such as a [. 
The proof of 7.4 emulates as much as possible the classical proof for ordinary coho- 
mology [I]. It breaks into two parts. We state and prove them separately. Then the proof 
of 7.1 will be finished. 
7.7 LEMMA. If Y E [Y, X] is divisible by p’, x E F’[Y, X]. 
Proof. This can be proved exactly as in the classical case. To wit, assume it true for Y 
and all X with locally finite resolutions up to s - 1. (For s = 0, it is trivial.) Note that 
p[Y, PEJ = 0 for all n. We refer to the geometric resolution (5). If z = p’p, p/3 E [Y, X] is 
in the kernel of [Y, X] - [Y, D,]. Thus there exists II: Y ---, X, such that p,u = pp. Thus 
c( = p[(ps-l u). By the inductive hypothesis p”-‘~ E FS-‘[Y, X,]; hence z E F”Cy, X]. 
7.8 LEMMA. If there exists s such that 51 is not divisible by ps, there exists t such that 
‘x fj F’cy, X]. 
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Proof. Let id: X + X be the identity map. Replace p’ id by a cofibration and let U be the 
cofiber, I the cofiber projection. Then there is an exact sequence 
(12) - CY, Xl p’ [Y, X] * CY, VI - [Y, SX] p’ [Y, SX] -. 
Hence p”[Y, U] = 0. Let TC,, be the first non-zero homotopy group of U and let u be a 
generator. Let h E P(U, Z,) be dual to u 0 Z, E rcO 0 Z, z H,,(U; Z,). If h E im c, let 
i; E kF(U) be such that c6 = h. Let a fibration h: U -+ R-““E represent h; let U, be the 
fiber. Then 
(13) 0 - %,JUI) - 7&(U) - z P - 0. 
On the other hand, suppose h +I! im c. Then by 4.11, there exists r such that O,h is 
defined and 0 6 @,h. Let g E @,/I. Then we have the commutative diagram (14) where 
g = i,g’ and i, classifies a’, . 
fl-““E(0, 2r(p - 1)) -LK(Z,, n, + 2(r- + l)(p - 1) + 1) 
/’ I 
Let fi E(0, 2r(p - 1)) --+ E be the map from 7.6-2. Let g” = fg’. Replace g” by a fibration 
(call it g”) and let U, be the fiber with i: U, + U the fiber inclusion. Then i,: n&J,) 2 
n,,(U); let u1 = i,- lu. Then h, = i*h is dual to u1 @ Z,. Also if h’ is the induced map on 
the fibers, and E, =E(O, 2r(p - I)), 
- H*(E) --% H*(U) 2 H*(U,) - 
[h’* Id Iid 
- H*(E) - H*(E,) - H*(E) - 
is commutative. Then h, =i,g’l,. Thus Ii classifies L, E k,(U,) such that ~6, = h,. Now 
we can apply the method leading to the sequence (13) to U, to get Ut and an exact sequence 
0 - %p2> - 71,,(tiJ - z P - 0. 
In either case, we have a spectrum U, with 
%(U,) = 7&(U) = 0 n < no 
n,,(U,) a subgroup of n,,(U) of index p. 
We of course have altered the higher homotopy groups of U but we have not changed the 
fact that they are finite p-primary groups. Hence by iterating we can, in a finite number of 
steps, kill off any finite number of homotopy groups of U. Since Y is finite dimensional, 
eventually we get U, such that [Y, U,] = 0. Since {X,} is a resolution over X, t: X -+ U 
lifts to a map of complexes X, -+ U,. Thus we have 
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Therefore 2 E F’[Y, X] implies IZ = I, r = 0 and by (12), x E p,‘[Y, X]. Thus the proof is 
complete. 
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